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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and associated system for promoting smooth 
communications in a chat system. A keyword list 3 stores 
keywords. Akeyword-detection module 2 detects the send 
ing of any keyword from another user terminal on any 
channel. A status-detection section 4, in response to the 
detection of a keyword, judges user status based on the 
status of the user terminal. A reporting module 9 sends the 
user status to the channel on which the keyword was sent. A 
report destination table 10 correlates the user status report 
destination with the keyword remark source And stores this 
information, and the reporting module 9 may report the user 
status to a report destination determined based on the report 
destination table. The real-time status of a user called by a 
keyword is reported, so as to support smoothly conducting 
conversations held in real time. 
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EXAMPLE OF REPORT DESTINATION TABLE 

DESTINATION 

CALL oku ta suzu a 
SOURCE na sasa yarn 

REPORT oku tana sasa;tana suzu aII 
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Fig. 16 

EXAMPLE OF KEYWORD DATABASE 

USER NAME tana katz sasa suzu yarna 

Tanaka Katoh Sasaki Suzuki Yamada 

KEYWORD Tamie Ken Sammy Gino Marie 

tana all sasa suzu yama 

all katz all all all 
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COMMUNICATION SUPPORT METHOD 
AND COMMUNICATION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 

The present invention relates to technology for promoting 
user conversation and smoothing the How of communica 
tions in a system Wherein a plurality of computer users 
mutually share the same network, enabling simultaneous 
conversation. 

In the present invention, “chat system” refers to a system 
comprising a chat server and a plurality of chat clients, 
Wherein chat clients share the same space and can conduct 
conversations. A “channel” refers to a virtual space shared 
by the chat clients. A “nickname” refers to identi?cation 
information used to specify uniquely a user in the chat 
system. 

2. Description of Related Art 
In conventional chat systems, the conversations of chan 

nel participants are displayed lined in time series or Within 
a described balloon. In addition to the conversations of 
channel participants, information is also displayed that indi 
cates the fact that a user has joined or parted from a channel. 

In addition to the aforementioned information, a chat 
system that can register users’ self-status and user-speci?ed 
keyWords has been offered lately. In this chat system, the 
chat client detects Whether a user-registered keyWord is 
included in the remarks from another chat clients If a 
keyWord is detected, the chat client consults the self-status 
previously set by the user, and noti?es the other chat client 
that uttered the keyWord of the user’s self-status Examples 
of user self-status designations that are registered include 
“aWay from desk” and “absent.” In addition, a chat system 
is also provided that gives noti?cation not only of the 
self-status, but also of a predetermined message in accor 
dance With the self-status. 

The aforementioned chat system, Wherein the self-status 
can be reported, has the folloWing problems. 

Since the user must set the self-status beforehand, the chat 
client cannot respond to the utterance of a keyWord from 
another client if the user forgets to set his or her self-status. 
Moreover, unless a user sets self-status by him or herself, 
user status, such as the user’s location and actions, Will be 
completely unknoWn to other users. For example, even if a 
user sets the self-status to “absent” When leaving his or her 
desk, there is a tendency for the user to forget to reset the 
self-status to “present” upon returning. If a keyWord is 
uttered by another chat client in this situation, even though 
the user himself or herself tries to respond, the chat client 
ends up sending a message to the effect that the user is 
absent. 

Further, When someone is composing a long-text ansWer 
to remarks from other user(s), the other users Will not realiZe 
that person’s status—Whether a response is being composed 
to their messages, Whether the person is not at his or her 
desk, or Whether he or she is busy running another appli 
cation for example. These are aspects Which therefore make 
it dif?cult to take full advantage of chat systems Wherein 
conversations can be conducted in real time. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The object of the present invention is to smooth the How 
of communications among netWork computer users conduct 
ing conversations in real time. 
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2 
ToWard solving the aforementioned problems, a ?rst 

aspect of the invention in the present application presents a 
communication support method Wherein a plurality of users 
mutually share the same netWork, used in a communication 
device that is simultaneous, bi-directional communication 
enabled. The method provides 

(A) preparing a correlation betWeen predetermined text 
information and the users; 

(B) detecting the utterance of any of the text information 
by a ?rst user on a netWork; 

(C) in response to the text information detection, ?nding 
the status of a second user correlated With the detected 

text information; and 
(D) sending the detected second user status to the netWork 

on Which the text information Was uttered. 
Taking a chat system comprising a chat server and a chat 

client as an example Will illustrate: User A stores a keyWord 
on the terminal of user A. If a keyWord registered by user 
terminal Ais uttered by another user terminal B on a channel 
#CHl in Which user terminalAis participating, the utterance 
of that keyWord is detected by user terminal A. Next, user 
terminal A detects the status of user A. For example the fact 
that a screen saver is operating or that a text message is being 
composed on another channel is detected. Subsequently, 
noti?cation is given of the detected status to user terminal B 
on the channel on Which the keyWord Was uttered. 
Asecond aspect of the invention in the present application 

presents a communication support system Wherein identical 
netWorks are mutually shared, used in a communication 
device that is simultaneous bi-directional communication 
enabled. The communication support system is provided 
With a ?rst storage means, a detection means, a decision 
means and a reporting means. 
The ?rst storage means stores predetermined text infor 

mation correlated With communication devices on a net 
Works. The detection means detects the sending of any text 
information from a ?rst communication device on a net 
Work. The decision means, in accordance With the detection 
of the text information, based on the status of a second 
communication device correlated With the detected text 
information judges the user status of the second communi 
cation device. The reporting means sends the user status to 
the netWork to Which the text information Was sent. 

Taking a chat system comprising a chat server and a chat 
client as an example Will illustrate: In any terminal, the ?rst 
storage means correlates user keyWords With users. If a 
keyWord registered by user terminal A is uttered by another 
user terminal B on a channel #CHl in Which user terminal 
A is participating, that keyWord is detected by the detection 
means in user terminal A. 

Next, the decision means in user terminal A judges the 
status of user A based on the status of user terminal A. For 
example, the fact that a screen saver is operating or that a 
text message is being composed on another channel is 
detected, and the status of user A is thereby judged. 
Examples of user situations include “absent,” “Working,” 
and “responding.” Next, the decision means sends the 
judged user status to the reporting means. The reporting 
means uses a chat client and noti?es the other user terminal 
of the status of user A on channel #CHl. 
A decision means is provided in each user terminal. The 

?rst storage means, detection means and reporting means 
may be provided in each user terminal and, moreover, may 
be provided in any information terminal that can run the chat 
client. 
A third aspect of the invention in the present application 

is the communication support system according to the 
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second aspect of the invention, but further presents a second 
storage means that stores communication devices that report 
user status and text-information sending-source communi 
cation devices, correlated with the communication devices 
on the network. The communication support system report 
ing means determines user status report destinations in 
accordance with the second storage means, and reports the 
user status to the report destination via the network. 

For example, the second storage means stores a report 
destination table, wherein are recorded, for instance, content 
such as the following. For user terminal A, the report 
destination is set to user terminal B if the keyword was sent 
from user terminal B, and the report destination is set to user 
terminals B, C if the keyword was sent from user terminal 
C. Likewise, the remark source of the keyword and the 
report destination of the user status are also set for other user 
terminals. If the user wants to give noti?cation of the status 
of another communication device other than the communi 
cation device that sent the keyword, the user can specify the 
report destination using the report destination table. 

Afourth aspect of the invention in the present application 
is the communication support system according to the 
second aspect of the invention, but further presents a third 
storage means that stores user schedules correlated with 
communication devices. The reporting means in this com 
munication support system determines the user status to be 
sent to the network based on the judged user status of the 
second communication device and based on the schedule 
corresponding to the second communication device. 

For example, the third storage means stores the previously 
described schedule list wherein user schedules are correlated 
with the users. If the status of userAis judged to be “absent,” 
then the reporting means consults user A’s schedule. If the 
user A’s schedule is “Afternoon business trip to Tokyo,” 
then the reporting means sets “Afternoon business trip to 
Tokyo” as the report content. By providing the schedule list 
beforehand and combining it with the detected user status, a 
much more detailed user-status noti?cation can be given. 
A?fth aspect of the invention in the present application is 

the communication support system according to the second 
aspect of the invention, but further presents an acquisition 
means that detects whether the second communication 
device is operating, and acquires the user status from the 
decision means in accordance with the detection results. 

Consider a system con?guration comprising a plurality of 
user terminals and at least one proxy terminal. Each user 
terminal is provided with a status reporting means. The 
proxy terminal is provided with a ?rst storage means, a 
detection means, an acquisition means and a reporting 
means. If the detection means detects a user Akeyword, the 
acquisition means judges whether user terminal A is run 
ning. If it is running, the acquisition means makes a request 
to user terminal A to determine the user status, and then 
receives noti?cation of the user status from user terminal A. 
The received user status is sent to the reporting means. 
Conversely, if user terminal Ais not running, the acquisition 
means noti?es the reporting means to that effect. By pro 
viding the acquisition means, the user status can be reported 
even if the user terminal is not running. 
A sixth aspect of the invention in the present application 

is the communication support system according to the 
second invention, but further presents a display means that 
visually displays the status of each user sharing the network, 
and that can change the display in accordance with the user 
status sent from the network. 

For example, icons are prepared beforehand that indicate 
each of the following situations “absent,” “busy,” and 
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4 
“responding.” Then, if noti?cation of a user status is given 
by another communication device, the display means 
changes the icon of that user to an icon that indicates the 
reported status. 
A seventh aspect of the invention in the present applica 

tion presents a status noti?cation device used together with 
a communication device that is simultaneous, bi-directional 
communication-enabled wherein a plurality of users mutu 
ally share the same network. The status noti?cation device 
is provided with a ?rst storage means, a detection means, a 
decision means and a reporting means. 
The ?rst storage means stores predetermined text infor 

mation. The detection means detects the sending of the text 
information from another communication device on a net 
work. The decision means, in accordance with the detection 
of the text information, judges user status based on the status 
of the communication device. The reporting means sends the 
user status to the network to which the text information was 
sent. 

Actions/effects here are likewise as with the communica 
tion device in the second aspect of the invention wherein 
constituted without using a proxy terminal. 
An eighth aspect of the invention in the present applica 

tion presents a proxy device used in communication device 
that is simultaneous, bi-directional communication-enabled 
wherein a plurality of users mutually share the same net 
work. The proxy device is provided with a ?rst storage 
means, a detection means, an acquisition means and a 
reporting means. 
The ?rst storage means stores predetermined text infor 

mation correlated with users. The detection means detects 
the sending of any text information from a ?rst communi 
cation device on a network. The acquisition means, in 
accordance with the detection of the text information, 
detects whether a second communication device correlated 
with the detected text information is operating, and acquires 
from the second communication device the user status of the 
second communication device in accordance with the detec 
tion results. The reporting means sends, to the network to 
which the text information was sent, the user status based on 
the detection results, or the acquired user status. 

Actions/effects here are likewise as with a proxy terminal 
in the second aspect of the invention, wherein each user 
terminal is provided with a judgement means and the proxy 
terminal bears other functions. 
A ninth aspect of the invention in the present application 

presents a computer readable recording medium on which is 
recorded a status noti?cation program used together with a 
communication device that is simultaneous, bi-directional 
communication-enabled wherein a plurality of users mutu 
ally share the same network. The status noti?cation program 
is recorded for executing steps A to D below. 

(A) a step of storing predetermined text information; 
(B) a step of detecting the sending of the text information 

from another communication device on a network; 
(C) a step of judging, in accordance with the detection of 

the text information, user status based on the status of 
the communication device; and 

(D) a step of sending the user status to the network to 
which the text information was sent. 

Actions/effects here are likewise as with the seventh 
aspect of the invention. 
A tenth aspect of the invention in the present application 

provides a computer readable recording medium on which is 
recorded a proxy noti?cation program wherein a plurality of 
users mutually share the same network, used in a commu 
nication device that is simultaneous, bi-directional 
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communication-enabled. The proxy noti?cation program is 
recorded for executing steps A to D below. 

(A) a step of storing predetermined text information 
correlated With users; 

(B) a step of detecting the sending of any text information 
from a ?rst communication device on a netWork; 

(C) a step of ?nding, in response to the text information 
detection, Whether the second communication device 
correlated With the detected text information is 
operating, and acquiring the second communication 
device user status from the second communication 
device in accordance With the detection results, and 

(D) a step of sending the user status based on the detection 
results, or the acquired user status, to the netWork to 
Which the text information Was sent. 

Actions/effects here are likeWise as With the eighth aspect 
of the invention. 

UtiliZing the present invention enables communications 
to How smoothly since users engaged in real-time conver 
sation using text messages can determine each other’s 
situations in real time as needed. 

The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects and 
advantages of the present invention Will become more 
apparent from the folloWing detailed description in conjunc 
tion With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of the overall con?guration of a 
communication support system according to the ?rst 
embodiment; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the con?guration of 
a user terminal in the ?rst embodiment; 

FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a keyWord 
list example; 

FIG. 4 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a report 
destination table example; 

FIG. 5(a) is an explanatory diagram illustrating an 
example of displaying “aWay from desk” status by a text 
message; 

FIG. 5(b) is an explanatory diagram illustrating an 
example of displaying “aWay from desk” status by an icon; 

FIG. 6(a) is an explanatory diagram illustrating an 
example of displaying “busy” status by a text message; 

FIG. 6(b) is an explanatory diagram illustrating an 
example of displaying “busy” status by an icon; 

FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example 
of displaying “responding” status by a text message; 

FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example 
of displaying a text message combined With a schedule; 

FIG. 9 is a ?oWchart illustrating process How of a main 
routine executed by the status noti?cation device in the ?rst 
embodiment; 

FIG. 10 is a ?oWchart illustrating process How in a 
status-judging routine; 

FIG. 11 is a ?oWchart illustrating process How in a judge 
absent subroutine; 

FIG. 12 is a ?oWchart illustrating process How in a judge 
Working subroutine; 

FIG. 13 is a ?oWchart illustrating process How in a judge 
responding subroutine; 

FIG. 14 is a diagram of the overall con?guration of a 
communication support system according to the second 
embodiment; 
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FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the con?guration 

of a proxy terminal and user terminal in the second embodi 

ment; 
FIG. 16 is an explanatory diagram illustrating one 

example of information in a keyWord DB; 
FIG. 17 is an explanatory diagram illustrating one 

example of information in a report destination DB; and 
FIG. 18 is a ?oWchart illustrating How of a routine that the 

proxy noti?cation device in the second embodiment 
executes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The folloWing sets forth embodiments to explain the 
communication support system of the present invention 
speci?cally. 

First Embodiment 

Con?guration 
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the entire con?guration of 

the communication support system according to the ?rst 
embodiment. In the communication support system of the 
present embodiment, a chat server and a plurality of user 
terminals are connected via a computer netWork. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the con?guration of 
the user terminal of the present embodiment. The user 
terminal shoWn in FIG. 2 is provided With a chat client and 
status noti?cation device 1. Status noti?cation device 1 is 
provided With a keyWord-detection module 2, a keyWord list 
3, a status-detection section 4, a reporting module 9, a report 
destination table 10, a schedule list 11 and a display module 
12. 

The keyWord-detection module 2 acquires from the chat 
client the remarks in the channel in Which the chat client is 
participating. The keyWord-detection module 2 judges 
Whether the acquired remark is sent from another user 
terminal or inputted by the local terminal. If it is a remark 
from another user terminal, the keyWord-detection module 2 
judges Whether a keyWord registered by the user is included 
in the acquired remark. This decision is made based on the 
keyWord list 3, Which is discussed later. If a keyWord is 
included in the remark, the keyWord-detection module 2 
instructs the status-detection section 4 to detect the user 
status. This instruction is executed by the keyWord-detection 
module 2 notifying the status-detection section 4 of the 
name of the channel on Which the keyWord Was uttered, and 
the nickname of the user that uttered the keyWord. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a keyWord 
list 3 registered by a user. Presumably, users normally 
register their real names and nicknames. In addition, it is 
also assumed that a user Will register an “all,” Which is a 
keyWord common to all users on the channel. In FIG. 3, user 
“Tamie Tanaka” has registered her real names “Tanaka” and 
“Tamie” as Well as her nickname “tana” and “all” as 
keyWords. The keyWord list 3 can be registered by the user 
or may be automatically created. For example, it is possible 
to register automatically the user’s real name, nickname and 
“all” as keyWords, and for other keyWords to be additionally 
registered by the user. 
The status-detection section 4 judges user status in accor 

dance With an instruction from the keyWord-detection mod 
ule 2. This is in order that the real-time status of user 
terminal B is reported When user terminal A calls user 
terminal B. In the present embodiment, the status-detection 
















